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Although the shock wave propagation distance through 
Lucile must be kept to a minimum because of Lucite's 
deteriorating effect on the shock wave rise time,S the 
magnetic sample IllUSt be located far enough away from the 
solenoid face to avoid the ripple effect in the magnetic field 
produced by the periodicity of the solenoid windings. This 
ripple effect can be shown to reduce to 1/ e in a distance 

yo=a/ 27r, (3) 

where a is the period of the grid.9 

The pickup coil consists of 10 turns of fll1e manganin 
ribbon wound closely arouad the specimen center as 
indicated in Fig. 3. The active recording region, defined by 
the face of the pickup coil, is about 1 cm2• :'Ianganin ribbon 
was originally chosen for the pickup coil because of its 
distributed resistance. It was thought that this resistance 
might tend to damp parasitic oscill ations in the pickup 
circuit. No attempt has been made to test the merit of this 
precaution. The pressure dependence of the resistance is 
negligible for this experimental configuration. A twisted 
pair of insulated copper wires is solder connected to the 
pickup coil immediately behind the YIC sample and 
brought out the end of the solenoid. This twisted pair and 
connections are not disturbed by the stress wave during the 
recording time. The solenoid and its associated electrical 
components and ballast inductor are mounted in a target 
assembly which is completely potted in epoxy. 

III. APPLICATION OF STRAIN FIELD 

The target assembly (Fig. 3) is subject to planar impact 
by the projectile . The subsequent shock wave propagates 
through the solenoid face and into the magnetic material 
creating, behind the shock wave, a state of uniaxial strain . 
This state of strain in the magnetic material is determined 
from the measured projectile velocity and the known 
equations of state of the projectile material, intermediate 
material, and magnetic material. The projectile face should 
be an insulating material since metal in ;notion will disturb 
the magnetic flux in the vicinity of the solenoid . This can 
seriously perturb the demagnetization measurement. 

There are several problems associated with propagating 
a planar shock wave through the periodic grid defined by 
the front surface of the solenoid . First, the copper-epoxy 
interface is a region of mechanical impedance mismatch 
through which the wave must travel. The resulting ringup 
in this region degrades the wave and lends a finite rise 
time to an initial step stress wave. Second, the periodicity 
of thc grid creates a corrugated wave effect due to the 
differing material impedances. The errors rcsulting from 
this can be made small by making the thickness of the 
solenoid winding smal l. 

A technique capable of eliminating the problems as
sociated with propagating ~l wave through the solenoid grid 
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FIG. 4. Oscilloscope record of shock 
induced demagnetization in YIG. Peri 
odicity corresponds to revcrlJera tioll of 
st ress wave ill YIG platelet. Time scale is 
0.2I'sec/ div. 

was developed during the course of this work. The method 
requires use of alumil1lU11 oxide as the material on the 
impact surface (see Fig. 3). The strcss wave then propa-

. gates through aluminum oxidc, the copper-epoxy grid, and 
Lucite, respectively. The material characteristics which 
make this technique sllccessful are the mechanical imped
ance similarities of aluminum oxide and copper on one hand 
and Lucite and epoxy on the other, along with the simi lar 
shock velocities of copper and epoxy. This con;bination of 
properties creates a single, somewhat irregular, interface. 
An experiment was performed in which· quartz gauges 
analyzed waveforms propagatcd through identical geome
tries with the exception that one contained a copper-epoxy 
grid while the other did not. The waveforms were experi
mentally identical, verifying this technique. 

IV. DEMAGNETIZATION ANALYSIS 

Shock induced demagnetization of the magnetic speci
men is determined from· the emf developed across the 
pickup coi l. A high impedance pickup circuit is used to 
minimize current flow in the pickup coil. A typical oscillo
scope record from which magnetic information is deduced 
-is shown in Fig. 4: A negative emf is de\'cloped during the 
first transit of the shock wave resulting froIU the expected 
demagnetization of the material. The subsequent osci ll ation 
is produced by alternate remagnetization and demag
netization as the stress wave reverberates back and forth in 
the slab of magnetic material. 

To relate demagnetization to the de\'cloped emf, it is 
assw11ed that a steady state shock profile S is progressing 
through the magnetic material as shown in Fig. 5. In the 
spirit of mechanical shock wave jump condition calcula
tions,1O consider, prior to passage of the shock w:we, an 
element of area bDOt which is compressed to b CD -11)51 after 
passage of the shock wave . b is the width of the pickup coil, 
D is the shock velocity, and 1~ is the particle velocity 
behind the shock. The change in magnetic !lux across the 
shock wave is 
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fiG. 5. Geometry for 

i 
magnetic flux jump con
dition. Area compression 

b clue to shock propagat ing 
! through magnetic medium 

at rest is represented. ;\lag
netic field is Jiormal to the 
page. 


